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ABSTRACT
The success rate in the

development of

psychopharmacological compounds is

insufficient. Two main reasons for

failure have been frequently identified:

1) treating the wrong patients and 2)

using the wrong dose. This is

potentially based on the known

heterogeneity among patients, both on

a syndromal and a biological level. A

focus on personalized medicine

through better characterization with

biomarkers has been successful in

other therapeutic areas. Nevertheless,

obstacles toward this goal that exist

are 1) the perception of a lack of

validation, 2) the perception of an

expensive and complicated enterprise,

and 3) the perception of regulatory

hurdles. The authors tackle these

concerns and focus on the utilization

of biomarkers as predictive markers

for treatment outcome. The authors

primarily cover examples from the

areas of major depression and

schizophrenia. Methodologies covered

include salivary and plasma collection

of neuroendocrine, metabolic, and

inflammatory markers, which

identified subgroups of patients in the

Netherlands Study of Depression and

Anxiety. A battery of vegetative

markers, including sleep-

electroencephalography parameters,

heart rate variability, and bedside

functional tests, can be utilized to

characterize the activity of a functional

system that is related to treatment

refractoriness in depression (e.g., the

renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system).

Actigraphy and skin conductance can

be utilized to classify patients with

schizophrenia and provide objective

readouts for vegetative activation as a

functional marker of target

engagement. Genetic markers, related

to folate metabolism, or folate itself,

has prognostic value for the treatment

response in patients with

schizophrenia. Already, several

biomarkers are routinely collected in

standard clinical trials (e.g., blood

pressure and plasma electrolytes), and

appear to be differentiating factors for

treatment outcome. Given the

availability of a wide variety of

markers, the further development and

integration of such markers into

clinical research is both required and

feasible in order to meet the benefit of

personalized medicine.
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This article is based on proceedings

from the “Taking Personalized

Medicine Seriously—Biomarker

Approaches in Phase IIb/III Studies in

Major Depression and Schizophrenia”

session, which was held during the

10th Annual Scientific Meeting of the

International Society for Clinical Trials

Meeting (ISCTM) in Washington, DC,

February 18 to 20, 2014.

INTRODUCTION
In 2005, it was well recognized that

drug candidates fail in development for

one of four major reasons: 1) the

compound is given to the wrong

subjects; 2) the compound is given at

the wrong dose or schedule; 3) the

favorable effects of the compound are

not detected; or 4) the compound has

a significant effect in animal models in

laboratory species, but not in humans.1

Almost a decade later, the same

issues of patient selection and target

engagement were dominant themes in

a review of the failures in drug

development at Astra Zeneca between

2005 and 2010.2 One area, which

received considerable interest in the

meantime for the solution of these

problems, is the exploration of

individualized medicine by utilizing

biomarkers. 

There is, however, the perception

that there are principal obstacles to

the development and use of

biomarkers. The lack of a generally

accepted biological theory of

psychiatric diseases (i.e., a clear

understanding of the connection

between biological changes and

disturbed behavior and perception) is

a fundamental problem. There is the

notion of a principal gap between

biological and psychological

phenomena. A recent survey in

practicing psychiatrists in the United

States3 found a clear indication for the

persistence of brain-mind dualism in

psychiatric reasoning. Biomarker

assessments may help to bridge this

gap. More practical concerns come

from the notion that biomarkers are in

principal difficult to assess and

expensive. Furthermore, there is a lack

of clarity about regulatory implications

of the use of biomarkers. We will see

that these concerns may arise from a

lack of clarity about different types of

biomarkers and their differing practical

value, in particular predictive

biomarker versus surrogate marker

(Table 1).5–8

Here, the development of

technologies and methodologies in

personalized medicine (biomarkers)

focusing on improving patient

selection and detecting target

engagement to enhance the success

rate of later stage clinical trials and to

deliver significantly improved clinical

outcomes from new medications are

considered. 

This article is based on proceedings

from the “Taking Personalized

Medicine Seriously—Biomarker

Approaches in Phase IIb/III Studies in

Major Depression and Schizophrenia”

session, which was held during the

10th Annual Scientific Meeting of the

International Society for Clinical Trials

Meeting (ISCTM) in Washington, DC,

February 18 to 20, 2014.

REGULATORY ISSUES: THE USE OF
BIOMARKERS IN PHASE IIB/III
STUDIES IN DEPRESSION AND
SCHIZOPHRENIA (T. Laughren)

The fundamental problem facing

psychiatric drug development is that

the clinical targets are imprecise.

There remains a profound lack of

understanding of the underlying

neurobiology of psychiatric disorders.

This is hardly surprising given the

complexity of the human brain, and

the fact that we understand little about

its normal functions, let alone

malfunctions. The long-awaited

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition

(DSM 5) was released in May of 2013

with considerable controversy. For all

the fanfare and anticipation, DSM 5

serves no better than the previous

editions to define psychiatric

pathophysiology in a manner that can

inform development of treatment

interventions. It could be said that,

ironically, even though many clinicians

and investigators may not find the

DSM 5 optimal, the entire field

remains heavily reliant on it. Currently

the major challenge facing the field is

finding better, more biologically based

approaches to carving up the

psychiatric illness space (i.e., moving

beyond DSM). This will require

quantum leaps in our fundamental

understanding of human brain

neurophysiology and pathophysiology:

a true challenge for 21st century

neuroscientists.9

Beyond DSM for psychiatric drug

development, there has been

increasing interest in targeting

phenomenological domains, albeit

without neurobiological understanding,

within accepted DSM diagnostic

entities (e.g., cognitive impairment

associated with schizophrenia [CIAS])

as well as across DSM diagnostic

entities (e.g., agitation, impulsivity,

specific cognitive deficits). There has

also been interest in biological

subgroups, defined by various

biomarkers, even without clinical

understanding of what these

classifications might represent. These

types of biological subgroups could be

based on any of the many different

types of biomarkers that have been

proposed to date. As with

phenomenological domains, these

could be applied within or across DSM

diagnostic entities. One might consider

the research domain criteria (RDoC)

as way of combining biology and

phenomenology, but it remains to be

seen whether or not these will serve as

useful targets for drug development.

Definition of biomarkers. The

United States Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) defines

biomarkers as measureable

characteristics that reflect

physiological, pharmacological, or

disease processes in animals or

humans. As such, biomarkers have

many applications in drug

development. The focus of the current

discussion is primarily on finding

biomarkers that can predict efficacy or

risk associated with drug treatment

(i.e., an approach to subgrouping the

larger population into responsive vs.

nonresponsive or at risk vs. not at

risk). Examples include imaging

measures, serum assays, genetic

assays, physiological measures,

histopathologic findings, psychological
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tests, and demographic variables (e.g.,

age, gender, race) (Figure 1).

Among the different roles served by

biomarkers are included predictive,

prognostic and surrogate properties.

Predictive biomarkers are useful for

identifying patient subgroups that

respond differentially, either for

benefit or for risk. Prognostic

biomarkers are useful in predicting

outcome for subgroups, independent

of disease or treatment (e.g.,

cardiovascular risk profile). Surrogate

biomarkers (endpoints) can potentially

serve as substitutes for clinical

endpoints (e.g., blood pressure or

cholesterol). 

Genomic biomarkers have long been

known as predictors of

pharmacokinetic differences among

individuals that lead to differences in

plasma drug exposure. Genetically

polymorphic cytochrome P450 (CYP)

enzymes are associated with

differences in plasma levels, resulting

in differences in efficacy and safety.

Several such biomarkers are reflected

in labeling for certain compounds,

including some psychiatric drugs (e.g.,

CYP2B6, CYP2C9, CYP2C19 and

CYP2D6). Other biomarkers serve as

predictors of pharmacodynamic

response. One example on the efficacy

side is the nonpsychiatric biologic

Herceptin (trastuzumab). The Her-2

gene expresses a cell surface receptor

TABLE 1. Biomarker types (not mutually exclusive)

1. Surrogate markers/disease markers: are closely linked to the disease process and correlate with the patient’s well-being. According to the
biomarkers definition working group a definition was proposed as follows: ” A surrogate end point (or surrogate marker) is a biomarker used
as a substitute for a clinical end point; a surrogate end point is expected to predict clinical benefit, harm, or lack of benefit or harm.”4

Feasibility: Due to the absence of a disease concept in psychiatric indications the likelihood to define a surrogate marker in psychiatric
diseases is low.
Current practical value: low, but with huge potential (RDoc-initiative).

2. Endophenotypes: Hereditary, do not show state like properties. (As a cautionary, several markers share state and trait-like properties [i.e.,
may exist as a risk factor, but become more pronounced during an acute episode]). Thus, these markers cannot be used as surrogate
markers for any given treatment, but may serve as predictive markers in the context of personalized medicine (i.e. for patient stratification
and selection). 
Feasibility: Many endophenotypes have been characterized: Evoked potential changes in schizophrenia (P50, mismatch negativity); REM-
sleep changes in depression; Neuroendocrine abnormalities in depression. 

3. Genetic markers: are hereditary. May serve as predictive markers for treatment response and therefore for patient selection. Effect size for
a single polymorphism is generally low in polygenetic diseases. Examples for more prominent genes are polymorphisms of the genes for
FKBP55,6 and angiotensin converting enzyme in depression;7 Monoamine-oxidase and folate related genes in schizophrenia.
Feasibility: technical feasibility is high. Clear regulatory path.

4. Diagnostic/prognostic markers for pre-treatment characterization of patients, related to the natural course of a disease process.
Prognostic markers can be derived from genetic markers or endophenotypes, i.e. can be trait markers. However, also state markers can be
used for the differentiation of patient subtypes as long as there is stability for recurring episodes. Examples are the stability of atypical
features in recurring episodes of depression. The key aspect of these parameters is that they can be used for patient stratification into a
biomarker positive and a biomarker negative group (i.e., act as predictive markers [see below]). In that case differential efficacy of a given
compound between these subgroups provides the biological and regulatory validation of this differentiation.
Feasibility: depends on the marker. It becomes higher with technical progress (i.e., more defined companion diagnostics). 

5. Predictive markers for pre-treatment characterization of patients in the context of a specific treatment. The connection to the specific
treatment differentiates this type of marker from the prognostic marker, which is more generally linked to the disease process. Importantly,
prognostic markers can be predictive markers for a specific treatment as well (see above). Predictive markers are used for patient
stratification into a biomarker positive and a biomarker negative group. Again, differential efficacy of a given compound between these
subgroups provides the biological and regulatory validation of this differentiation. To exemplify the difference between a prognostic marker
and a predictive marker the following may be considered: the occurrence of sleep disturbances (too much or too less sleep) is related to the
risk to develop a depression (i.e., is prognostic for depression risk, independent of treatment). Treatment with a monoaminergic
antidepressant in an efficacious dose leads to REM-sleep suppression, i.e. REM-sleep suppression with an antidepressant is predictive for
response with such an antidepressant.8

Feasibility: again, depends on the marker. It becomes higher with technical progress, i.e. defined companion diagnostics. 

6. Markers of target engagement: are related to the mode of action of the compound and less to the disease biology. Maybe used for an
individualized dose finding in a given patient. These markers could be utilized as early response markers: the absence of an early response of
the marker would make a true (pharmacology driven) response unlikely. In addition they can serve to identify unresponsive patients and
assist the decision of an early treatment discontinuation. Examples are changes of sleep-EEG parameters (REM sleep suppression of most
antidepressant) or pupillometry changes for noradrenergic compounds. In other words, sufficient target engagement can be regarded as
predictive for response as long as the given compound has the desired therapeutic property.
Feasibility: From a scientific perspective the easiest to achieve, as the marker depends mainly on the property of the compound. Examples in
other therapeutic areas include EEG measures for the treatment of epilepsy or blood glucose for the treatment of diabetes. 
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needed for cell growth. In about 30

percent of breast cancers, the Her-2

gene is over-expressed. Trastuzumab

is an antibody that blocks this cell

surface receptor. There is a kit

available for identifying this subgroup

of breast cancer patients. During the

development of trastuzumab, the

clinical trials included mostly over-

expressing patients. This led to a

labeled indication only for over-

expressing patients. A well-known

example from the central nervous

system (CNS) pharmacopoeia involves

the prediction of a serious safety

outcome for the drug

carbamazepine—Stevens-Johnson

Syndrome (SJS), a serious skin

reaction. 

Example for the utilization of

biomarkers in early clinical

development. Biomarkers may also

be useful for increasing the efficiency

in earlier phases of drug development.

One approach comes from the

National Institute of Mental Health

(NIMH) programs Fast-Fail [FAST]

and RDoC

[http://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-

priorities/research-initiatives/fast-fast-

fail-trials.shtml]. This is a study being

conducted in the FAST-Mood and

Anxiety Spectrum Disorders (MAS)

program, with Andrew Krystal at Duke

University Medical Center as lead

investigator. This represents a

fundamental change in the proof of

concept (POC) paradigm and a move

away from DSM toward RDoC

constructs. The focus is on

demonstrating target engagement as

the primary goal of this POC. The aim

is not only to quickly identify

compounds that merit more extensive

testing, but also to identify targets in

the brain for the development of

additional candidate compounds.

FAST will aim at answering the

following questions:

• Does the compound engage a target

in the brain, for example, does it

interact with a specific receptor in

brain cells or alter signaling in the

brain by a specific

neurotransmitter?

• Does it measurably alter a feature of

brain function (e.g., change the

results of a test of memory,

cognition, or attention)?

Unlike standard clinical drug-testing

trials, clinical trials in FAST are small

(about 10–30 subjects), and will be in

human patients. Years of experience in

drug testing suggests that positive

results in animals do not necessarily

translate to humans. With this type of

testing, compounds that are found to

engage a target in the brain, and alter

an indicator (or biomarker) of brain

function can quickly go forward to

further testing. Negative results will

avoid costly and time-consuming

testing, and also provide information

that will be helpful in designing future

trials. The identification of new targets

in the brain identified through this

approach will broaden the avenues

available for development and

screening of new candidate

compounds.

The following summarizes the

general approach for planning such a

study. First, identify a compound of

interest. Then identify a brain target

(circuit) thought to be engaged by that

compound (target engagement [TE]).

Subsequently, identify a biomarker

that signals TE. And finally, identify a

behavioral construct (preferably

RDoC) thought to be represented by

the brain target. This approach has

now been applied in a program

targeting the RDoC construct

anhedonia. A compound has been

identified. The ventral striatum (VS)

has been determined to be the circuit

of interest (in particular, activation by

a monetary incentive delay task in VS).

Functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) has been selected as a

biomarker for VS activation. As noted,

anhedonia is the RDoC construct that

has been targeted. The Snaith-

Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS) is

being used as a specific behavioral

measure for anhedonia. Patients are

selected based on their threshold

SHAPS scores. Patients could present

with either major depressive disorder

(MDD) or general anxiety disorder

(GAD) (i.e., this program cuts across

DSM categories). The Hamilton Rating

Scale for Depression (HAM-D) and

Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety

(HAM-A) are also measured, but fMRI

is the primary outcome. 

Regulatory challenges:

pseudospecificity. There are

fundamental regulatory challenges to

endorsing an alternative to the DSM

classification of psychiatric illness. It is

necessary to provide a rationale for an

alternative approach. This is true

whether dealing with a

phenomenological domain, a

biomarker-defined subgroup or an

RDoC construct. The key regulatory

issue is pseudospecificity. For a

regulatory agency, in particular FDA, a

claim is considered pseudospecific if it

is viewed as artificially narrow. One

example might be a demographic

subgroup (e.g., depression in women

or in the elderly). Another example

might be a symptom, or symptom

FIGURE 1. Two ways for biomarker to subdivide the population (assume marker: M+/M-)

http://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/research-initiatives/fast-fast-fail-trials.shtml
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cluster, that is part of a defined DSM

syndrome (e.g., hallucinations in

schizophrenia). Attempting to target a

claim for a DSM syndrome in the

context of some comorbid condition

(e.g., depression with cardiovascular

disease, post-stroke patients, or in

Parkinson’s disease) might also be

considered pseudospecific. Similarly,

targeting a subgroup of some

recognized DSM entity that is

arbitrarily defined by some biomarker

would also likely be considered

pseudospecific. 

In the absence of strong argument

and evidence to the contrary,

regulators will likely default to the

position that the requested claim is

pseudospecific. However an agency’s

initial rejection of claim as

pseudospecific might well represent a

“straw man” position. In other words,

the objection may be overcome with

arguments and data to show validity

and value of targeting a particular

domain or biomarker-defined

subgroup. For a claim targeting a

particular domain, an approach to

overcoming regulatory concern of

pseudospecificity is to produce

evidence that available drug

treatments in the class do not address

the domain in question. For some

conditions, this might be accomplished

by demonstrating that there is a

residual phase of illness with

persistence of symptoms in this

domain, or perhaps evidence for a

subtype of the disorder, with

prominence of symptoms in this

domain, and that is not responsive to

available treatments.

One noteworthy example of

successful establishment of a domain

within the schizophrenic syndrome is

CIAS. This is a well-established aspect

of schizophrenia that is not well

addressed by available treatments.

CIAS has a different time course than

positive symptoms of schizophrenia,

often being present even before the

onset of psychosis and persisting into

the “residual” phase of the illness.

Both the FDA and the European

Medicines Agency (EMA) have

endorsed CIAS as a legitimate target

for drug development. Other domains

within DSM-defined syndromes that

FDA has accepted as legitimate targets

for drug development include negative

symptoms of schizophrenia, suicidal

ideation and behavior in schizophrenia,

agitation in schizophrenia and bipolar

disorder, irritability of autism,

impulsive aggression in attention

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),

and agitation/aggression in dementia.

Another pathway for overcoming a

regulatory concern for

pseudospecificity that should work for

either a domain or a biomarker-defined

subgroup would be to show drug

response specificity for that domain or

subgroup. One way to accomplish this

would be to show that the drug works

only for that domain or only for the

biomarker-defined subgroup.

Alternatively, a company might try to

show that its drug is superior to

another drug in the class on this

domain or in this biomarker-defined

subgroup. 

The question of validation (or

qualification) of biomarkers often

comes up in the context of these

discussions, and there is much

confusion about what this means. It is

useful to distinguish between

analytical validation of a biomarker and

clinical validation. Analytical validation

concerns the performance of the

biomarker assay in accurately

identifying patients who are marker

positive (M+) and marker negative 

(M-). So this involves determining

sensitivity, specificity, positive

predictive value (PPV), and negative

predictive value (NPV) for the assay

with regard only to marker status.

Clinical validation (also known as

qualification) has a broader meaning

with regard to what clinical outcomes

the marker can predict. How this is

accomplished depends on the

particular use of the marker in

question. This discussion is focused

mostly on predictive biomarkers, and

for this purpose, a clinical trial is the

mechanism for demonstrating whether

or not a particular biomarker has

clinical predictive value. It is important

to note that, for this limited purpose, a

biomarker only needs to be validated

for a particular drug of interest.

Importantly, a marker that was

identified in exploratory datasets

needs to be confirmed in a pre-

specified way in confirmatory studies.

For prognostic and surrogate markers,

the process of validation is broader

and not specific to any particular drug. 

Ultimately, companies are

interested in understanding what is

needed to get a biomarker into the

labeling for a particular drug product.

The way to accomplish this is to design

a coherent hypothesis testing strategy.

Assuming the focus is on an accepted

DSM diagnostic category, e.g.,

schizophrenia, the ideal approach from

regulatory perspective would be as

follows. A valid and reliable biomarker

assay would have been developed

before the start of phase 3. This would

provide the capability to establish

biomarker status for all patients prior

to randomization. Then during the

phase 3 program, one would conduct

stratified randomization (M+/M-) and

have a clear plan for hypothesis testing

that includes marker status (+/-) as

well as adjustment for all other

parameters of interest (e.g., dose,

primary and key secondary

endpoints). 

The decision on the role of a

biomarker in a development program

will drive the hypothesis testing

strategy. If the sponsor wants broad

claim in the population of patients with

the disorder, but would also like to

claim as added benefit in M+ patients,

hierarchical testing would likely begin

in the broad population and then

proceed to marker subgroups.

Alternatively, the sponsor may

recognize that a biomarker may

“salvage” a program that might

otherwise fail. In this case the testing

hierarchy might reasonably begin

testing with M+ patients and then

move to M-. 

In summary, regulatory agencies are

not fundamentally opposed to

considering alternative approaches to

carving up the psychiatric illness

space. However, there is a need to

come prepared with strong arguments

and data to support an alternative

approach to diagnosing psychiatric

illness. It is also helpful to have some
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reasonable consensus in the field in

support of the alternative

conceptualization. Furthermore, it is

useful to note that robust findings in

studies using the alternative approach

that show convincing clinical benefits

have a way of overcoming initial

regulatory reluctance.

BIOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF
DEPRESSION SUBTYPES:
CORTISOL, INFLAMMATORY
MARKERS, AND COURSE 
(F. Lamers)

Heterogeneity MDD. The known

heterogeneity of MDD is hindering

research, at the basic, clinical and

therapeutic levels. The current

classification systems based on

descriptive phenomenology, not on

etiology and pathophysiology, largely

due to our lack of understanding of the

latter. Though en face it would seem

intuitively obvious that

phenomenological heterogeneity

should be the direct result of

etiological heterogeneity, at this

juncture this link has not been

established empirically. Not taking into

account heterogeneity of MDD could

partially explain inconsistent findings

as well as small effect sizes in clinical

trials.

In the literature there are several

starting points for the subtyping of

MDD.10 The first starting point is

symptom-based, comprising the

categories melancholic, psychotic

(delusional), atypical, and anxious

depression. Another approach is

etiology-based, including adjustment

disorder with depressed mood, early

trauma, reproductive depression,

perinatal depression, organic

depression, and drug-induced

depression. Finally there are the time-

of-onset based categories (e.g.,  early

vs. late onset, seasonal affective

disorder). 

To identify subtypes from a

symptom-based perspective, a data-

driven analysis (latent class analysis)

was conducted within the

Netherlands Study of Depression and

Anxiety (NESDA). NESDA is a

longitudinal naturalistic cohort study

on the course and consequences of

depression and anxiety,11 and consists

of 2,981 subjects (1,979 female and

1,002 male), aged 18 to 65 years,

recruited in community, primary, and

specialized care settings. The

population comprises healthy

controls, persons with depressive

disorders (e.g., MDD, dysthymia),

and persons with anxiety disorders

(e.g., panic disorder, social phobia,

agoraphobia, GAD). For the LCA, 818

persons with a diagnosis of MDD or

minor depression were included. 

The best fitting model was a three-

class model. Based on symptom

probabilities, the first group was

labeled “severe melancholic”

(prevalence 46.3%) and was

characterized mainly by decreased

appetite and weight loss, but also had

the highest probabilities on suicidal

thought, psychomotor changes, and

lack of responsiveness. The second

class was labeled “severe atypical”

(24.6%) characterized mainly by

overeating and weight gain, and with

the highest probabilities of leaden

paralysis and interpersonal

sensitivity, and the third class was

labeled “moderate” (29.1%) and was

characterized by lower symptom

probabilities and overall lower

severity.12

Clinical characteristics only

significantly differed between the

moderate and the severe groups, with

the moderate group having less

comorbidity, less often had a positive

family history and a shorter duration

of the depression.12 While the severe

atypical and severe melancholic

group did not differ in clinical

characteristics, the melancholic

group was significantly more likely to

smoke than severe atypicals.

Atypicals, on the other hand had

significantly more metabolic

disturbances than the severe

melancholic class, as indicated by

higher body mass index (BMI) and

higher prevalence of metabolic

syndrome.12

Neuroendocrine and

inflammatory markers in

depression. It has long been known

that changes in the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis may

occur in major depression.13

Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)

alpha 1-24 infusion has been shown to

cause significantly higher cortisol

concentrations, with earlier peak

responses, in patients with

endogenous depression than in normal

subjects.14 At one point, the ACTH

stimulation test was even proposed as

a diagnostic for depression.15

More recently the concentrations of

certain inflammatory markers have

been found to be altered in

depression.16–18 The NESDA data

collection also included biological

measures such as salivary cortisol

(cortisol awakening curve), and

inflammatory markers (C-reactive

protein [CRP]), interleukin-6 (IL-6),

and tumor necrotic factor-alpha (TNF-

a)), and these were evaluated in MDD

groups. Some differences in biomarker

profiles were observed between

patients with melancholic depression

and patients with atypical depression.

Vreeburg et al19 had previously

demonstrated within the NESDA

sample that, as compared to controls,

both patients in a current episode of

MDD and those who had remitted had

similarly elevated areas under the

curves (AUC) for cortisol during the

first hour after awakening. When

Lamers et al20 examined a group of

NESDA participants divided into stable

melancholic vs. stable atypical

subtypes, they found that patients with

stable melancholic depression had

higher cortisol AUCs than either

controls or patients with stable

atypical depression, in line with the

finding of a larger effect size for

melancholic depression by Stetler et

al.13 Moreover, there was no difference

between stable atypicals and controls.20

In NESDA participants with current

MDD and remitted MDD as compared

to healthy controls, CRP, TNF-a, and

IL-6 levels were not significantly

different.21 However, when Lamers et

al20 compared these same three

markers among melancholic

depression, atypical depression and

controls a very different picture

emerged. Patients with atypical

depression had elevated levels of CRP,

TNF-a, and IL-6 compared to either
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melancholics or controls. Patients with

melancholic depression did not differ

from controls on any of these three

measures. For an interesting review of

recent findings on cortisol and

inflammation from other studies over

the last two decades see 

Penninx et al.22

Taken together, the data presented

above suggest that the two different

clinical entities of melancholic

depression and atypical depression

may result from distinct

pathophysiologic processes. The

pathophysiology of melancholic

depression may be related to

hyperactivity of the HPA-axis,

smoking and even environmental

stress, while that of atypical

depression may be associated with

increased inflammation, metabolic

syndrome and obesity. These two

entities may be the result of different

genetic influences. This then begs the

question, what might be the

importance of these findings

regarding treatment? 

Clinical trial data appear to support

the importance of this biological

differentiation. Raison et al23

conducted a 12-week randomized

clinical trial of three infusions of TNF

antagonist infliximab versus placebo

in 60 out-patients with treatment-

resistant depression (TRD) There was

no difference between the two

treatment groups, but when analyzed

as a function of baseline hs-CRP

concentration, there was a trend in

favor of infliximab for those patients

with higher baseline concentrations of

CRP.23

In light of the above, one might

well ask whether or not oral anti-

inflammatory agents, such as cyclo-

oxygenase (Cox) inhibitors may have

a use as add-on therapy in MDD. A

recent meta-analysis performed by Na

et al24 including four trials evaluating

adjunctive celecoxib therapy in MDD

showed that both changes from

baseline in the 17-item HAM-D and

remission rates after treatment

favored adjunctive celecoxib. 

To conclude, the take-home

message is that the clinical

characterization of atypical and

melancholic depression can be

regarded as a proxy for two groups

with distinct biological characteristics.

Given the variability of clinical ratings,

the utilization of the characterized

biological markers should even more

sharply differentiate forms of

depression with different response

profiles. These data are in accordance

with clinical data, which demonstrate

that increased inflammatory markers

(approximated by atypical clinical

characteristics) on the one hand and

increased HPA axis activity

(approximated by melancholic

characteristics) predict the efficacy of

antidepressant compounds. Therefore,

in designing any clinical trials program

for MDD, it is important to take

biological MDD heterogeneity into

account by stratification for subgroups. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL SENSOR
TECHNOLOGY FOR OBJECTIVE
CLINICAL DATA IN PSYCHIATRY (R.
Picard)

In psychiatry there are few valid,

reliable objective measures available to

quantify disorders, but this situation is

changing. Recent advances in

physiological sensor technology can

provide objective clinical data in a way

that can now be utilized in large scale

clinical trials. Autonomic nervous

system activation, physical movement,

temperature, and more can be

measured using discreet portable

sensors worn on the wrists or ankles.

Both main branches of the autonomic

nervous system can be measured:

Sympathetic nervous system arousal

elicits electrodermal activation (EDA),

which can be measured as skin

conductance using a comfortably

wearable sensor. Parasympathetic

nervous system arousal can be

captured through analysis of the

photoplethysmogram (PPG), also from

the surface of the skin under a

comfortable wearable band. 

Autonomic arousal, which is

affected by emotional state, can be

measured in subjects going about their

activities of daily life as well as during

sleep. Striking patterns of arousal can

be found, some of which are counter-

intuitive. For example, EDA peaks

often happen in bursts during non-

rapid eye movement (REM) sleep:

Sano and Picard have found that

patterns of these peaks in the first and

last quadrant of sleep are more

accurate than EEG for determining

which study subjects improved the

most on a learning task during sleep,

which relates to memory consolidation

(Figure 2).25

A reasonable rationale exists for the

use of bilateral EDA as objective

measures in anxiety and depression.

Stimulation of the left amygdala gives

the most significant EDA response on

the left palm; stimulation of the right

amygdala gives the most significant

EDA response on the right palm.26

Direct right amygdala stimulation has

been shown to contribute to significant

increases in fear, anxiety, and sadness

while direct left amygdala stimulation

was not specific to these.27

There are additional reasons to

consider bilateral EDA for objective

measurement in anxiety and

depression. Juranek et al28 examined a

group of 42 children who met criteria

for autism spectrum disorders. They

found a significant association between

anxious and depressed symptoms and

right amygdala volume, as assessed by

quantitative MRI, but not with left

amygdala volume. This finding is to be

expected given the hypothesized

greater right amygdala activation in

anxiety and sadness. Monk et al29

examined amygdala activation in a

group of 17 youth with GAD, and a

control sample of 12 youth with no

psychiatric diagnosis. Subjects with

GAD showed larger right amygdala

activation when viewing masked angry

faces but not masked neutral faces.

The amount of right amygdala

activation correlated positively with

GAD severity. 

As early as 1983, Ward et al30 found

that the mean resting skin

conductance level (SCL) in 31

inpatients with major unipolar

depression was decreased (2.63

μS/cm2 +/- SD 1.41 compared to 7.81

μS/cm2 +/- SD 3.0) in comparison in

the control group. The best criterion

below which an SCL could be

considered abnormal was 4.3 μS/cm2
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with a resulting sensitivity of 87

percent and specificity of 89 percent.

There was a significant difference in

SCL between male and female subjects

but none between drug-free and

medicated patients. SCL was abnormal

in all depression subtypes. Thus, the

SCL may represent a biological final

common pathway in depression and

may prove to be a very effective

diagnostic test for depression. Today

these data can easily be collected in

real-life activities, where extreme

stressors occur, in contrast with

traditional measures in labs, where

patient behavior may not have fully

reflected their behavioral range.

Among the reasons to examine

EDA as an objective treatment

measure in schizophrenia are that

electrodermal response recovery rate

has been shown to be an especially

valid predictor in some risk studies of

schizophrenia.31,32 Other evidence

shows disturbances in the

hippocampus and amygdala in

schizophrenics, structures that elicit

EDA.33 The recommendation, if there is

believed to be involvement of the

amygdala, hippocampus, or anterior

cingulate, is to measure the EDA on

both wrists, allowing significant

asymmetries in activation to be

detected. In general, studies that at

one time were done in the lab,

measuring only one side of EDA

(usually the non-dominant side) can

now be easily conducted over full days

and weeks, on both sides of the body if

desired. The results give a more

complete and objective picture of

autonomic activation and its variation

in conditions of depression and

schizophrenia. These measures have

the potential to create objective and

significant personalized

characterizations of patient subgroups

and their responses to treatment.

Therefore, a specific activity pattern

can be used to define subgroups which

may respond preferably to a given

compound. Moreover, changes in the

activity pattern may be used as

markers of target engagement and

therefore necessary early response

markers. 

TARGET-BASED BIOMARKER
SELECTION: MINERALOCORTICOID
RECEPTOR-BASED BIOMARKERS
AND TREATMENT OUTCOME IN
DEPRESSION (H. Murck)

It is generally considered that the

era of modern psychopharmacology

began in the 1950s with the

introduction of antipsychotic and

antidepressive medication.

Imipramine, the parent compound of

current antidepressants, was

introduced in 1957. Following the

observation of its clinical effect,

hypothesis about the pathophysiology

of depression were constructed around

the known pharmacology of

imipramine at the time. This led to the

catecholamine hypothesis of

depression,34 which was most

influential. However, besides the focus

on monoamines two alternative

biochemical hypotheses of depressive

were clearly identified in the early

years of modern biological psychiatry:

the stress-hormone-hypothesis and the

electrolyte-hypothesis.35 Nevertheless,

the monoamine hypothesis became the

basis for most drug developments in

the area of depression despite the fact,

that the parent compound imipramine,

whose pharmacology provided the

basis for this hypothesis, has a much

more complex pharmacology than

being just a monoamine reuptake

inhibitor.36 The stress-hormone

hypothesis focused on

hypercortisolism, which can be

identified in the most severe patients

with depression,37 whereas other stress

hormones did not find much interest.

The electrolyte hypothesis was mainly

neglected for the last 50 years. This is

despite the fact that a connection

between the neuroendocrine changes

of stress and electrolyte regulation was

recognized earlier: In 1969 Coppen

noted that “in view of the considerable

disturbances in electrolyte distribution

found in depression studies on

aldosterone secretion would be most

valuable.”38

A newer area of research, which is

in good alignment with the potential

importance of aldosterone in

depression, is based on the observation

of inflammatory changes in

depression.39 This link between

inflammation and mineralocorticoids

was recognized as early as in the 1950s

by the founder of stress research.40

Selye classified “prophlogistic”

corticoids (PC), and identified those

with the mineralocorticoids, such as

aldosterone and “antiphlogistic”

corticoids (AC), which he identified

with glucocorticoids such as cortisol. 

Despite the neglect of aldosterone

as the principal ligand of the

mineralocorticoid receptor (MR), this

receptor itself was studied in the

context of major depression: The

expression of the mineralocorticoid

(MR) receptors, but not the

glucocorticoid receptors (GR) are

FIGURE 2. Skin conductance analysis of sleep peaks. The green arrows indicate regions with high-frequency peaks abutting transitions to REM.

The yellow arrows indicate regions with high frequency peaks interrupted by wake.
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reduced in the hippocampi of subjects

who committed suicide.41 Vice versa,

the levels of expression of MR mRNA

increased in the hippocampi of rats

after chronic (8-weeks) treatment with

antidepressant drugs. An increase was

observed as early as two weeks.42

Taken together, these data suggest

that the MR is linked to depression.

The role of aldosterone, which is its

physiological ligand, has for a long time

not been taken into account based on

the belief that MRs within the brain

are mostly occupied by corticosterone. 

However, when comparing the

levels of nocturnal HPA and RAAS

hormones in depressed patients versus

healthy controls, a significant

elevations of aldosterone over the

eight-hour course of the night was

observed, with no such differences in

renin and ACTH.43 There was also a

non-significant trend (p<0.10) for

elevations in cortisol among depressed

patients over the same period. This

observation was independently

replicated44 and refined:45 It appears

that MDD patients with hypertension

had elevated levels of aldosterone

compared to both non-depressed

hypertensive subjects as well as

normotensive depressed subjects,

which may point to a specificity of the

overlap of both conditions as a

correlate of hyperaldosteronism.

In light of the above observations,

the question arises as to whether high

aldosterone is a biomarker (as an

epiphenomenon), or potentially

causally involved in some forms of

depression. Indirect evidence for a

causal relationship comes from genetic

studies: In a study of 273 patients with

MDD, AT1- and ACE-polymorphisms

predict outcome in antidepressant

response.46 In fact the genotypes,

which are linked to a higher ACE and

a higher AT1 activity and therefore a

higher aldosterone level showed more

therapy refractoriness. Unfortunately

aldosterone itself was not determined

in this study. Animal data support the

role of aldosterone: subchronic

administration of aldosterone with a

minipump over a period of 3 weeks

leads to depression- and anxiety like

behavior,47 which is accompanied with

changed in hippocampal gene

expression related to inflammation and

glutamatergic transmission. All of

these pathways have been recognized

for their link to therapy refractory

depression.

The physiologic consequences of

aldosterone excess have been

reviewed by Gomez-Sanchez.48 Central

effects include increased salt appetite,

increased vasopressin release,

decreased baroreceptor sensitivity,

increased sympathetic drive and

increases in the concentrations of pro-

inflammatory cytokines. In the kidney

one sees an increase in sodium and

water reabsorption. Effects on the

cardiovascular system include

increased vascular tone and increased

inflammation, which may similarly

result in hypertrophy, necrosis and

fibrosis. With this in mind aldosterone

is a good candidate to explain the

overlap between the risk of depression

and that of cardiovascular disease. 

In the current context it is

important to state that there are

known biomarkers for peripheral and

central MR activity, based on the

observation of their physiological

effect: the MR agonist 11-

deoxycorticosterone (DOC), a

precursor of aldosterone, suppresses

nocturnal cortisol secretion in healthy

volunteers.49 This is well in line with

the known activity of the MR to

suppress the HPA axis. Therefore the

ratio of aldosterone and cortisol

emerged as a reasonable marker for

peripheral MR activity (this action is

probably mediated at the level of the

pituitary). Further, MR-antagonism

with the CNS active compound

canrenoate reduces slow wave sleep

(SWS) in healthy controls50 pointing to

an increased SWS as a marker of high

central MR activity. Further central

markers for MR activity are heart rate

variability and salt-liking, whereas

blood pressure and electrolyte levels

are additional peripheral markers.

These markers were utilized in an

observational study in patients with

depression.51 Measures were taken at

Baseline, 2 weeks and 6 weeks.

Parameters evaluated included 1)

HAMD-6, HAMD-21, Quick Inventory

of Depressive Symptomatology-self

rated (QIDS-SR), and Beck’s

Depression Inventory (BDI); 2)

salivary aldosterone and salivary

cortisol; 3) slow wave sleep; 4) heart

rate, heart rate variability, and blood

pressure; and 5) salt taste test.

Aldosterone and cortisol were

determined by means of saliva

collection after awakening. In the

pooled total dataset, which include

data from all visits, salivary

aldosterone correlated with depression

severity as measured by HAMD-21.

Furthermore, the aldosterone/cortisol

ratio at baseline was found to predict

the improvement in depression during

the treatment period. Furthermore,

cortisol reduction at Week 2 was found

to be predictive for depression severity

at outcome. Some of the findings were

limited to male gender: improvement

in HAMD-21 score at the final visit was

inversely correlated with heart rate

variability at baseline. Clinical

improvement also correlated inversely

with slow wave sleep at baseline as

well as with plasma Na+

concentrations at baseline. The data

are in line with a peripheral MR

resistance in therapy refractory

patients, which was recently confirmed

by a neuroendocrine challenge.52 The

peripheral MR desensitization appears

to correlate with a reactive peripheral

aldosterone increase and as a

consequence a central MR overactivity. 

This mechanism suggests that some

patients may benefit from treatment

with centrally active MR antagonists

and potentially peripheral agonists.39

Preliminary data indeed suggest that

MR antagonists have beneficial effects

on affective symptoms. In a crossover-

design study,53 spironolactone

decreased irritability, depression, food

craving, and pain in patients with

premenstrual syndrome. Additionally,

drospirenone, a MR antagonist, is

approved for the treatment of

premenstrual dysphoric syndrome and

has been shown to decrease

depressive mood54 in the population

with this disease. 

From the data discussed above, one

may conclude that several inexpensive

and easy to handle markers exist for
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the characterization of

mineralocorticoid-function. MR-related

parameters appear to be predictive

markers for clinical outcome of

depression treated with standard of

care medication (e.g., mainly serotonin

based therapies).39 Therefore, easily

available markers, which are related to

MR function, can select patients likely

to be refractory to standard of care. 

ACTIGRAPHIC MONITORING OF
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN CLINICAL
TRIALS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 
(S. Walther)

Physical activity in schizophrenia is

linked to the psychopathology, as are

obesity, medication use, and lifestyle

choices. Daytime actigraphy, with the

actigraph strapped to the non-

dominant wrist, can provide a useful

measure of physical activity. This is in

contrast to the typical nocturnal use

for sleep studies. Linking daytime

actigraphy and neuroimaging has been

informative on neural correlates of

motor behavior.55

Behavior and symptoms. Not

surprisingly, hypokinesia and obesity

in schizophrenic patients are linked.56

The sedentary behaviors, which result

in less than optimal exercise habits,

are related to poor health-related

quality of life.57 Furthermore,

hypokinesia is associated with negative

syndrome: the Positive and Negative

Syndrome Scale (PANSS) and even

more so the PANSS avolition subscore

correlate with reduced physical

activity.58,59 In fact, studies in chronic

patients reported the strongest

correlations between hypokinesia and

negative symptoms. Overall movement

patterns change as a function of

clinical presentation, with irregular

patterns associated with positive

syndrome and disorganization, and

reduced activity seen with negative

syndrome.60

Nosological subgroups. As has

already been discussed, patients with

schizophrenia overall tend to move less

than do healthy controls. However,

there is heterogeneity in activity level

across nosological subgroups.58,61,62

Patients who are catatonic have the

lowest activity levels, in contrast to

patients with cycloid psychosis and

paranoia, who have the highest.58,62,63 In

addition, catatonic patients endorse

longer periods of immobility 

(Figure 3).

Medication effects. In general,

the effect of antipsychotic medications

on activity levels is complex. Cross-

sectional studies yielded inconclusive

results. In chronic patients no

differences were noted in activity

levels between risperidone and

olanzapine treatment.64 However, in

more acute patients olanzapine and

risperidone seemed to differ slightly.65

Still, the major difference may stem

from heterogeneity in patient groups:

While in a large sample of mixed

chronicity, the chlorpromazine

equivalents were unrelated to physical

activity66 and higher antipsychotic

doses in the first episode were linked

to low activity levels (Walther et al,

unpublished data). This suggests that

first episode patients might be

particularly vulnerable to antipsychotic

dosage, with other factors but

medication contributing to hypokinesia

in chronic patients. However, to tease

out the effects of antipsychotics on

activity levels, longitudinal studies

with actigraphy and standardized

treatment are necessary, ideally taking

chronicity into account. As with other

motor signs, we would expect that

depending on the baseline measures

there will be patients in whom

medication would ameliorate

hypokinesia and others who would

experience negative effects by

antipsychotics.67

Longitudinal course. When the

activity levels of patients at the

beginning of an acute psychotic

episode are compared to those at the

end of said episode, overall there

appears to be no trend. High activity

at baseline predicts high activity at

end and low activity at baseline

predicts low activity at end. However,

patients with low activity levels at

baseline present with high baseline

PANSS negative scores, which will

then decline over the course of

treatment. On the other hand, patients

with high activity levels at baseline

tend to have low PANSS negative

scores that remain stable over the

course of the episode (Walther et al.

unpublished data). Also between

episodes, activity levels tend to remain

stable, particularly in those patients

who already have low activity levels

and increased negative symptoms.

When the longitudinal course

between episodes is examined, a high

activity level at the index episode

predicts an increase in PANSS

negative score in later episodes,

accompanied by a decrease in activity

level.

In summary, physical activity as

measured by actigraphy may indicate

the severity and course of negative

FIGURE 3. Actigraphic differences in nosologically different forms of schizophrenia
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symptoms, as well as lifestyle choices

and nosological entities among

patients with schizophrenia spectrum

disorders. When considering the

potential value of actigraphy in clinical

trials of treatments for schizophrenia, a

major benefit is that large, objective

datasets allow for centralized analysis.

The application of actigraphy is simple

and well tolerated. The procedure also

tolerates missing values reasonable

well. The added value is in continuous

recording of activity and circadian

rhythms. This in combination with

experience based sampling enables a

focus on disease trajectories. Among

the problems are that more details are

needed, including prospective

assessment of medication and

occupational status. Furthermore,

there is a need for additional patient

self-report (which is not always

reliable) and activity/sleep protocol.

The putative value of actigraphy in

clinical trials lies in the ability to 1)

identify subgroups (e.g., low/high

physical activity, nosological

subgroups); 2) monitor dimensions,

such as negative syndrome and

abnormal motor behavior; and 3) use

as an outcome marker of physical

activity, avolition, and quality of life. In

addition, actigraphy could serve as a

simple marker of target engagement,

depending in the property of the

compound of interest. 

THE USE OF BIOMARKERS IN
CLINICAL TRIALS OF
SCHIZOPHRENIA (D. Goff)

Biomarkers traditionally reflect

specific drug targets based on illness

models or drug mechanisms, or they

provide information about drug

metabolism. While a drug’s primary

mechanism of action or its metabolism

may be captured by relatively simple

assays, illness models increasingly

posit complex network dysregulation

or impairment of plasticity. To

represent these complex models may

require much more sophisticated

approaches than have been employed

in the past. Potential roles for

biomarkers in clinical trials includes

establishing target engagement in

order to guide dosing, measuring CNS

activity as a means of monitoring

therapeutic response, and subtyping

patients according to likelihood of

response in order to enhance

sensitivity for detecting drug effects

and ultimately to guide a personalized

medicine approach. Despite over a

decade of research, very few

commercial biomarkers are available

for clinicians treating schizophrenia.

Most characterize hepatic CYP 450

isoenzymes to predict drug

metabolism. Others have been

developed to predict therapeutic

response to clozapine or risk for

agranulocytosis or metabolic side

effects, but these biomarkers remain of

unclear clinical utility. 

A major problem faced by

investigators working with “big data”

approaches to biomarker development,

such genome-wide association studies

(GWAS) and the “omics” (e.g.,

metabolomics, proteomics,

methylomics) is the risk of false

positive findings and a corresponding

failure to replicate positive results. One

example of an approach to overcome

these concerns is the finding by

Malholtra et al in which single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

associated with antipsychotic weight

gain in a GWAS discovery sample were

then subjected to three replication

cohorts before identifying a single SNP

as a potential biomarker.68 In another

example of genetic biomarkers,

Roffman et al followed up on a

previous report of a relationship

between low serum folate

concentrations and negative

symptoms69 and demonstrated an

association between negative

symptoms and a gene that regulates

activity of methylene tetrahydrofolate

reductase (MTHFR), an enzyme

required for folate to participate in

methylation reactions.70 In a

subsequent placebo-controlled clinical

trial, folate supplementation was

without benefit in the full sample, but

associated with significant

improvement of negative symptoms

when subjects were categorized

according to the MTHFR genetic

marker.71 Subsequent investigation of

genes involved in the folate pathway,

including absorption, metabolism

(activation), and methylation function

identified five genes that, when

combined, better predict negative

symptoms.72 The five SNPS identified

by Roffman and colleagues were

subsequently demonstrated to predict

response to folate supplementation in

a larger replication trial.73 While the

focus increasingly is on GWAS and

other “big data” approaches, this

finding serves as a model of a

hypothesis-driven approach to

biomarker discovery. Using a different

strategy, Zhang et al74 examined 74

candidate genes in 279 subjects from

the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of

Intervention Effectiveness study

(CATIE) cohort using clozapine

therapy as a proxy for treatment

resistance. They then found that three

BDNF SNPS were associated with this

marker for treatment resistance,

providing compelling evidence for

BDNF genotype as a potential

predictive biomarker. 

Neuroimaging provides an

increasingly important measure of

brain structure or activity that may

provide a more sensitive marker for

target engagement and treatment

impact on brain function than

behavioral response. Most current

work is examining functional MRI or

PET as biomarkers;75,76 however,

imaging markers of brain structure

may also provide information about

treatment effects. In one example,

Eack et al77 monitored regional gray

matter volume during a two-year study

of cognitive enhancement therapy in

participants with early stage

schizophrenia and found significant

effects suggestive of neuroprotection

or enhancement of neuroplasticity.

This effect was significant in the

amygdala, fusiform gyrus,

hippocampus and parahippocampal

gyrus. 

With the exception of CSF and

imaging markers, most biomarkers

under development are assays of

components of peripheral blood. The

value of peripheral measures remains

debated, since it is unclear the degree

to which many candidate markers

reflect CNS status. Depending on
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several factors, some blood markers

establish an equilibrium with CSF by

readily crossing the blood brain barrier

and are therefore more likely to be

informative. Also, there is some

“leakage” between blood and CSF of

substances that are not usually

considered as permeant, particularly

under conditions of inflammation.

BDNF is an example of a peripheral

marker that has been reported to

differ between patient samples and

healthy controls and to predict

treatment response, despite debate

about whether the origins of peripheral

BDNF are from CNS or peripheral

sources, such as platelets. To address

this issue, Pillai et al78 measured

peripheral and CSF BDNF

concentrations and found a significant

correlation coefficient of r=0.51. In

general, demonstration of a significant

relationship between peripheral and

CNS concentrations or activity

strengthens a claim for the potential

utility of peripheral biomarker

candidates. An additional argument for

certain peripheral markers, such as

lymphocytes or fibroblasts, is that they

may mirror cells in the CNS. Several

studies have reported strong

associations between markers obtained

from these peripheral cells and CNS.

In one notable example, Mondelli et

al79 found that expression in

lymphocytes of BDNF and the

inflammatory cytokine, IL-6, accounted

for 73 percent of the variance in left

hippocampal volume in unmedicated

patients with first episode psychosis.

Salivary cortisol concentrations further

increased the predictive value. While

replication will be important, this study

also illustrates the approach of

sampling factors known to influence

brain development and function, in

this case inflammation, stress, and

growth factors. Consistent with this

model, Chan et al80 recently reviewed

185 publications that reported 273

peripheral biomarkers in schizophrenia

plus 7 multi-center studies that

identified 137 blood biomarkers. The

authors of this review similarly

concluded that markers related to

inflammation, cortisol and growth

factors were most strongly implicated

in schizophrenia and were most

promising as predictors of treatment

response.

Additional strategies have recently

shown promise for the identification of

potential biomarkers. Employing a

proteomics approach, Schwarz et al81

screened 181 proteins in blood from

250 medication-naïve first episode

psychosis subjects compared to

healthy controls. They found that a

combination of 34 analytes correctly

identified 75% of cases: these analytes

primarily represented inflammatory,

hormonal, metabolic, and

neurotrophic factors. Aberg et al82

examined epigenetic factors by

performing a methylome-wide

association study in 759 individuals

with schizophrenia and in matched

healthy controls. They examined 68

million methylation sites per subject

and performed an independent

replication. Methylation signals that

differentiated patients from controls

were found in networks associated

with neuronal differentiation of DA

cells, hypoxia, inflammation and

reelin.

In summary, traditional approaches

to biomarkers have found little clinical

application in schizophrenia. Recent

advances in PET ligands and fMRI

may facilitate early drug development.

“Big data” is driving more complex

models of illness and identifying

networks of potential novel

biomarkers. While peripheral

biomarkers are of less certain validity

in reflecting the CNS due to the blood

brain barrier, several approaches have

produced promising results. New

biomarkers based on inflammation,

stress, and neurodevelopmental

factors may be of particular value for

drug development in prodrome and

early stages of the illness.

A combination of peripheral

markers may therefore support the

proper diagnosis of schizophrenia and

provide the basis of a more biologically

homogeneous patient selection. The

outcome of clinical trials would be

dramatically de-risked on the basis of a

lesser biological variability of the

enrolled subjects. 

CONCLUSION

Biomarkers can be utilized for a

variety of purposes in different

contexts. The understanding of the

conceptual differentiation between

these different modes is one important

obstacle for their use. An overview is

provided in Table 1.5–8

The main objective of the utilization

of biomarkers in the current context is

firstly, a means to identify the right

patient (i.e., to define differential

markers to classify patients into

biomarker positive and biomarker

negative groups for patient

stratification, and finally, selection).

These potentially predictive markers

may or may not change with treatment

(in contrast to hypothetical surrogate

markers, which is expected to change

with clinical improvement). We saw

that predictive markers can be genetic,

physiological or biochemical markers

as well as markers of a clinically

defined subgroup. Accomplishing such

a goal will necessitate careful pilot

work and then hypothesis testing in

definitive trials to demonstrate and

replicate differential efficacy.

Biomarkers demonstrated to be useful

may be permitted into labeling,

provided that practical methods are

available for identifying relevant

patient subgroups. Future biomarkers

may permit the sub-grouping of

heterogeneous populations into

responsive and non-responsive sub-

types. The definition of a patient

population on the basis of biological

criteria would at the same time

overcome the diagnostic uncertainty,

which many trials may face, as

“professional” patients may try to get

enrolled. 

The second objective, pointing to

the issue of the right dose, is the

question of target engagement.

Functional markers for nearly any CNS

active compound can be derived from

its mechanism of action and

independent of any assumptions of

disease biology. These can be assessed

shortly after the beginning of drug

administration and have their value as

necessary markers for response and

may support the prediction of long

term outcome. These markers could in
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addition be of interest for the

individualized titration in a given

subject. 

There are several important

aspects, which have to be stressed for

the success of this path. One is that

the technical validity for a marker has

to be convincingly demonstrated

before its use. This is given for the

examples in this overview. The clinical

and regulatory validity comes out of

the demonstration that biomarker

positive and biomarker negative

subgroups behave differently with

regard to the treatment outcome with

a specific compound. As long as this

differentiation was pre-specified it can

be utilized for regulatory purposes.

This is a path to personalized

medicine, which is technically feasible

and necessary for the success of CNS

drug development in the future. With

this focused approach the goal of

developing new compounds, which are

superior to standard of care, can and

must be achieved.
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